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*Vipul Shah (@vshah_us)
VMware Cloud Management Overview

“All software needs to run on a cloud”
- self-service
- scalable
- service-rich for developers
- secure, compliant
- self-optimised
- resilient

People are expecting the cloud to provide mechanisms for them to be compliant

With these expectations, each cloud is complex

“We create an experience that makes the cloud complexity invisible so that our 
customers can focus on transforming their business”

Each cloud has its own “richness”

How do we make clouds invisible?

SDDC (vCF), Edge
- Self-driving operations
- programmable provisioning - cloud API
- application operations

These layers extend to VMC on AWS and Azure, and VCPP, and also to Public 
Cloud

A comprehensive set of multi-cloud management capabilities
Cloud infrastructure
- SDDC (vCF)
- Edge
- VCPP / VMC
- Public Cloud

Self-driving operations
- Infra Monitoring, troubleshooting
- performance optimisation
- capacity optimisation
- log management
- security and network visibility
- cost management
- compliance

Programmable Provisioning
- Infrastructure as code



- services via Broker
- Service Catalogue
- pipeline as code
- container services
- governance

Application Operations
- metrics and app monitoring
- distributed tracing
- app logs
- service management

vRealize Cloud Management Platform
- vRealize Automation
- vRealize Operations and Network Insight
VMware Cloud Services, Cloud Health by VMware
- CloudHealth, Operations SaaS, Wavefront, Log Intelligence, Network Insight 

*Taruna Gandhi (@TarunaGandhi)
vRealize Operations Overview

4 Tenets of Self-driving operations
1. Continuous Performance Optimisation - Assure application perfromance with 
atomic workload placement and balancing workloads based on business and 
operational intent
2. Efficient Capacity Management - Run infrastructure like a public cloud - optimal 
densification, proactive planning, and procurement
3. Intelligent Remediation - Predict, prevent, and troubleshoot across SDDC and 
multiple clouds, from apps to infrastructure
4. Integrated Compliance - Reduce risk and enforce IT and regulatory standards with 
integrated compliance and automated remediation



*John Dias (@johndias) 
vROps 7.5 Demo
Operational Intent and Business Intent

“Peanut butter spread” approach

Tags for licensing enforcement and VM placement using DRS
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Operations-Manager/7.0/
com.vmware.vcom.config.doc/GUID-1A585BE5-86CD-498B-
AAFA-494A205B98B9.html
Introduced in 6.7? https://www.vladan.fr/vmware-vrealize-operations-6-7-announced/



Some of the enterprises needing this capability may not have upgraded yet ;)

Capacity and Cost with vRealize Operations

Demand model - What a VM wants vs what’s available for it to use
Allocation model - what’s allocated to a VM - fixed amounts of resources

*Demo - Intelligent Troubleshooting
“Metric correlation”

*Demo - Configuration and Compliance Management 
Custom compliance

https://blogs.vmware.com/management/2019/05/vrealize-operations-custom-
compliance-templates.html

*Ken Lee (@kenleevmware)
VMware Cloud Automation Services Overview

Key challenges to cloud adoption
- low visibility, increased spend
- inefficient / over-provisioning
- security and compliance
- perfromance inconsistencies
- diversity and scale

- thousands of objects, services, containers, apps
- hundreds of cloud accounts
- complex teams and priorities

Programmable Provisioning Layer

Cloud Automation Services (vRA as SaaS offering) - https://cloud.vmware.com/
cloud-automation-services

vRA
- self service catalo of native templates for each cloud
- consistent governance guard rails across clouds
Multi-cloud and app automation

Service Broker
Code Stream 
Cloud Assembly

Self-service hybrid cloud - OOTB public cloud experience
Multi-cloud automation with governance - consistent orchestration and governance 
across all clouds
Delivery with DevOps - deployment automation
K8s workloads - Manage K8s clusters and container apps



*Cody De Arkland

Cloud Assembly - https://cloud.vmware.com/cloud-assembly
Account Types
- AWS, GCP, Azure, NSX-T, NSX-V, VMConAWS, vCenter


